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Security related applications 

• Cryptography: Algorithms and architectural implementations

• Steganography: the art of hiding covert information without its 
mere detection

•Video Telesurveillance : Person (re)Identification in the crowd

•Cybersecurity: Algorithmic implementations

Biomedical (outside security applications)

• Quantitative Pathology: Machine learning to detect and classify 
cancer early

• Quantitative Retinopathy and diabetes detection

My expertise



My Google Scholar



A quick look at my past and current academic ctivities with DZA

• 8 full scholarships awarded to young researchers so far

• 5 successful PhD supervision so far 

• 3 currently ongoing

• Hosting researchers (on average 2 each year)

• Research linkages with: Batna, Guelma, Jijel, Tiaret, Ouargla

• EMP, CGN

My Transfer of Know-How to DZA



Learning from Data
• Germany’s climate research centre generates 10 petabytes per year

• Google processes 24 petabytes per day

• The Large Hadron Collider produces 60 gigabytes per minute (~12 DVDs)

• There are over 50m credit card transactions a day in the US alone.
• A large number of multimedia data (video, audio etc) are uploaded on social media platforms

• What might we want to do with that data?
– Prediction

• what can we predict about this phenomenon?

– Description
• how can we describe/understand this phenomenon in a new way?

To take any action first we need to understand the data (learn from the 
data) and automatically (machine learning)

Over 800 million users Over 6 billion photos

Over 24 hrs of video 
per minute

Over 13 million pages



Learning from Data

• How can we extract knowledge from data to help humans take 
decisions?

• How can we automate decisions from data?
• How can we adapt systems dynamically to enable better user 

experiences?

• Ultimately we want to: 
– Write code explicitly to do the above task?
– Write code to make the computer learn how to do the task?

Artificial Intelligence



What is Artificial Intelligence? 

Study of algorithms and techniques to mimic “human” 
intelligence.

Study of algorithms that improve their performance on a 
particular task as they learn from data (experience) using 
machines/computers: This is called Machine Learning



What is Artificial Intelligence?

Computational models of human behavior? 

• Computer programs that behave (externally) like humans 

Computational models of human “thought” 

• Computer programs that operate (internally) the way humans 

do 

Computational systems that behave intelligently?

• What does it mean to behave intelligently? 

AI applications 

• Monitor trades, detect fraud, schedule shuttle loading, etc. 



Machine Learning?

Is Machine Learning actually AI? 

• What is it?

• Where does it fit? 

• What is it not? 



Some Examples – SPAM Filter



Some Examples – Recommendation System



Some Examples – Face Detection



Some Examples – Speaker Recognition



Some Examples – Hacking using AI 
Machine learning based Steganography Malware

• Malware abuse uses a publicly available script called (Invoke-

PSImage) that helps to embed malicious scripts in the pixels of a 

image (or video clip).

• Later attackers approaching the victims via spam email campaigns that 

contain a document with embedded malicious macro code.

• Attackers can use various social engineering technique lures to trick 

the user to download the attachment and click on it.



Some Examples – Social Media and Fraud 
Prevention



History
• 1940s

• Human reasoning / logic first studied as formal subject 
within mathematics (Claude Shannon, Kurt Godel et al)

• 1950s

• Turing Test is proposed 

• 1956 – Dartmouth Conference coins the phrase Artificial 
Intelligence

• 1959 – Arthur Samuels wrote a program that learnt to play 
checkers

• 1960s
– Funding increased for A.I. especially from Military

• 1970s 

• A.I. “winter” – Funding dried up 



History (cont.)
• 1980s

• Revival through bio-inspired algorithms: Neural Networks, 
Genetics Algorithms etc.

• Rule based “expert systems” used in medical and legal 
professions

• 1990s

• A.I. diverges into separate fields – Computer Vision*, 
Automated Reasoning, Planning System, Natural Language 
Processing, Machine Learning….    

• 2000s
ML merging with statistics continue. First commercial strength applications 
appear: Google, Amazon etc

• 2010 – present: 
– Emergence of very high performance machine (GPUs)

– Deep learning



Accuracy Measures of an ML based system

Possible outcomes of a AI - Machine Learning System are:

• Genuine Accept

The genuine user was identified correctly

• Genuine Reject

The imposter user was rejected 

• False Accept

Also know as “False Match” or “Type II Error”.

An imposter is accepted as a genuine user.

• False Reject

Also know as “False Non-Match” or “Type I Error”.

The genuine user was rejected as imposter. 



AI:
Is it for us or

against us?



Purpose

The purpose of this presentation is to add to your 

confusion about artificial intelligence (AI)

Is it a good thing or a bad thing?



It’s Only the Stuff of Movies – Right?



What Some Smart People are Saying About AI

Elon Musk

Tesla chief executive Steve Wozniak

Apple co-founder 

Bill Gates

Microsoft co-founder

“I don’t understand 

why some people are 

not concerned”

“ … full artificial 

intelligence could 

spell the end of the 

human race” 

Stephen Hawking

British theoretical physicist

AI is a “demon” that is 

“potentially more 

dangerous than nuclear 

weapons”

“The future is scary 

and very bad for 

people.” 



Some Other Quotes

'Eventually, I think human extinction will probably occur, and 

technology will likely play a part in this,' DeepMind's Shane Legg  

(DeepMind is part of Google)

How can an AI system behave carefully and conservatively in a 

world populated by unknown unknowns - Tom Dietterich, 

president of the AAAI

"It [AI] would take off on its own, and re-design itself at an ever 

increasing rate," – Stephen Hawking (on the consequences of 

creating something that can match or surpass humans)

“Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution, couldn't 

compete, and would be superseded.“– Stephen Hawking



Take Home

Are there dangers - What are they?

What can be done about them?

Artificial Intelligence (aka Machine Intelligence) has been 

around for some time with no one claiming potentially 

dangerous consequences (outside science fiction) – so 

what’s changed?



Artificial Enhancements

Strength – tractor replaced horse-drawn plow that replaced human 
labor

Speed – Automobile replaced the horse that replaced walking

Sight – telescopes & microscopes enhance human visual capabilities 

Hearing – non-electronic amplification (e.g., gramophone) 
electronic amplification (electric speakers)

What about enhanced intelligence?

These are generally regarded as good things

Not a new thing . . .



The Turing Test was introduced by Alan Turing in his 1950 

paper Computing Machinery and Intelligence.

“I propose to consider the question, ‘Can machines 

think?’” 

Since “thinking” is difficult to define, Turing chooses to 

“replace the question by another, which is closely related 

to it.”

“Are there imaginable digital computers which would do 

well in the imitation game?” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turing_test



The Imitation Game

A human judge engages in a 

natural language conversation 

with one human and one 

machine, each emulating human 

responses. 

All participants are separated 

from one another. 

If the judge cannot reliably tell the 

machine from the human, the 

machine is said to have passed 

the test. 

http://www.turinghub.com/ - take a Turing test on-line



Cleverbot's software learns from 

its past conversations, and has 

gained high scores in the Turing 

test, fooling a high proportion of 

people into believing they are 

talking to a human. 

http://www.cleverbot.com/

Are We There Yet?



Is the Turing Test Enough?

“. . . it's not enough to have a human be deceived for a machine 

to be real, The machine needs to convince the human to do 

things for it -- to  fall in love with it, to serve its own purposes.” 

- Tim Tuttle, a former MIT AI researcher and the 

CEO of the predictive-intelligence company 

Expect Labs

IBM's Deep Blue is better at chess 

than any human and Watson 

proved it could outsmart Jeopardy 

world champions, but they don't 

have any consciousness of their 

own. 

It's worth noting that neither of those supercomputers has gone 

through the Turing test, though inventor and futurist Ray Kurzweil 

believes Watson could be retooled to pass it easily. 



The Singularity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity

The “singularity” - the point in 

time in which artificial 

intelligence exceeds human 

intellectual capability.

Will artificial intelligence surpass 

human intelligence?

If so . . . When?

Kurzweil predicts the singularity to 

occur around 2045, others predict 

some time before 2030.



What’s the Problem?

Who cares if machines are smarter than people



What are the Dangers?

• Automation putting us all out of work - we will be working for 

robots

• Loss of human control of our lives - Robots that surpass 

humans in strength, speed, agility, endurance, decision 

making, intelligence

• Killer robots – militarization of robots (e.g. drones) with AI

• Robot emotions – will they have empathy

• Will goal seeking intelligent machines, seek the same goals 

as we do?  Will their goals “evolve” in a negative direction?

• Everybody knows everything – the drones are watching you!



What are the Benefits?

'The potential benefits are huge, since everything that 

civilization has to offer is a product of human intelligence; 

we cannot predict what we might achieve when this 

intelligence is magnified by the tools AI may provide, but 

the eradication of disease and poverty are not 

unfathomable‘ – Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking



AI is Becoming Ubiquitous



Are They Taking Our Jobs?

Industries that robots will transform by 2025 [1]

Automotive - 10% of cars will be fully autonomous and 

many will drive themselves. Japan is testing "robot taxis" for 

transportation during the 2020 Olympics in Tokyo.

Agriculture - Farm will increasingly use AI technology and 

big data analytics to optimize crop output. More driverless 

tractors, drones and milk bots.

Service - Personal robots will take on easy, dangerous or 

repetitive jobs. Mowing your lawn, cleaning your windows, 

washing dishes.

from BusinessInsider.com



Are They Taking Our Jobs?

Financial - Up to $2.2 trillion in investments will be made 

through AI-enabled computers that can learn markets

Healthcare - Robot assistance in critical surgery, elderly 

care, disabled patient assistance. In 2000 there were 1,000 

robot-assisted surgeries performed, with 570,000 in 2014

Manufacturing - 10% of worldwide manufacturing tasks are 

automated. In 10 years that will increase to 45% as robots 

get cheaper.

Aerospace and Defense - 90 countries now operate 

drones, 1/3 are armed. The number of commercial and 

military drones will triple over the next 5 years. Autonomous 

military vehicles and land robots are under development.



Is Your Job at Risk?

Robots could steal 80 million U.S. jobs

80 million jobs in the United 

States are at risk of being 

taken over by robots in the 

next few decades, a Bank of 

England (BoE) official 

warned

In a speech at the Trades Union Congress in London, the 

bank's chief economist, Andy Haldane, said that up to 15 

million jobs in the U.K. were at risk of being lost to an age of 

machines, which is around half of the employed population. 



Is Your Job at Risk?

Jobs with the highest level of being taken over by a machine 

in the U.K. included administrative, production, and 

clerical tasks. Haldane (Bank of England (BoE) official) 

gave two contrasting examples of risk, with accountants

having a 95 percent probability of losing their job to 

machines, while hairdressers had lower risk, at 33 percent. 

With robots being more cost-effective than hiring individuals 

in the workplace over the long term, jobs with the lowest 

wages were also at the highest risk of going to the machines. 



Will We be Working for Robots?

Apply now for the job of the future: “Robot helper”

AI machines can learn from 

experience and from the 

humans around them. Which 

means that, as AIs take on a 

growing role in the workplace, 

a new role is opening up for 

humans: The robot’s assistant

AI trainers who work as “robot’s helpers” already exist at several 

tech companies: Facebook, virtual assistant start-up Clara 

Labs, and Interactions, a company that builds AI to handle 

customer service calls.



“Man in the Loop” – Maybe Not

Protect my 

passengers

Protect 

pedestrians

Protect 

“my self”

Your autonomous 

car

How well will an autonomous vehicle resolve conflicting 

priorities?

Should your car be making these decisions?

Can AI Machines make better decisions than us?











The End

Thank you for your attention.

Any Questions?

I thank the following for the contents of this presentation:

Dr Richard Jiang, Ismahane Cheheb, Chirine Riachy. 
The document is also based on a paper from Space Coast of INCOSE: International 

Council of Systems Engineering


